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Abstract
This paper presents a biomechanical model of the rat forelimb to test theories of
determining viscoelastic muscle parameters. Several biomechanical models of rat
hindlimbs have been developed and have explored the effects of multi-muscle control
during locomotion. This paper presents a biomechanical model of the rat forelimb.
The forelimb model uses two ball-and-socket joints to model clavicle and scapula
movement. A third ball-and-socket joint is used at the shoulder and two hinge joints
are used at the elbow and wrist. Scapula motion is further constrained by muscle and
spring elements. Each forelimb has 11 degrees of freedom, and 23 Hill-type muscles.
The model has been created in Animatlab, which includes both a neural design
component and a physics environment. Muscle paths are hand guided to approximate
the origin and insertion points necessary to replicate multi-body articulation. Most
muscles are represented with a single linear muscle path, except in cases where muscle
wrapping was necessary around joints or bones. Explored in this work are multiple
methods for setting passive muscle parameters, including the use of scaling heuristics
and optimization with experimental data. Stiffness and damping muscle parameters are
being validated against kinematic and kinetic data from the rat.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Balancing is an integral part of legged locomotion, and while animals can achieve this
effortlessly, similar accomplishments for modern robots prove elusive. Understanding
how animals are able to maintain stable positions is still an area of considerable
research. One aspect of this problem is understanding how each muscle in the body
contributes to the maintenance of stable positions. The contributions of each muscle
are based on its passive elastic and viscous properties as well as its active contraction.
Currently there is not a unified method for determining these properties. In this work,
methods for determining viscoelastic properties for muscles are explored. Developing
a model to predict these values will help build a foundation upon which biomechanical
models can be built. The research done in this paper focuses on the biomechanical
model of the rat forelimb. Previous work has concentrated on the hind limbs of the rat,
and in an effort to fully understand balance control, a biomechanical model of the
forelimb is needed.

In order to develop the rat model, architectural data was needed. Rat muscle
architecture includes muscle mass, resting muscle length, fiber length, physiological
cross-sectional area as well as density, percent slow- and fast-twitch muscle fibers,
anatomical cross-sectional area and the architectural index. One of the primary
roadblocks to this research was the lack of available rat forelimb data. So, great effort
was taken to first complete an extensive literature review for available data. Next
when it was discovered rat forelimb data was unavailable, a scaling relationship with
1

published forelimb data for another quadruped mammal was needed. In this instance
dog forelimb architectural data was used. Rat hindlimb data is available [1] as well as
dog hindlimb data [2]. Relationships were established between the dog and rat
hindlimb data. Dog forelimb data was discovered from another research paper [3], and
the relationships established for the dog – rat hindlimb were used to predict rat
forelimb values from the dog forelimb. Many methods were explored in order to scale
the data from a dog to a rat.

After the muscle architectural data was determined, the viscoelastic parameters of
each muscle needed to be predicted. Currently there does not exist a formal unified
approach to determine these values. As a result, a model was developed to predict the
spring and damping parameters, which are referred to in this paper as the viscoelastic
parameters. Additionally, the active contractile force and the max contractile velocity
are determined for each muscle. The approach for determining the muscle parameters
in this paper is that of material science, where fundamental muscle properties such as
Young’s Modulus and geometric data are used to predict values. The linear-Hill
muscle model is used to represent each muscle.

After the parameters were set, the model could be developed in the AnimatLab
software. The software contains a physics environment where the user can add
collision and graphical objects. The files used in AnimatLab were obtained from
previous work which studied the rat hindlimb [4]. A few of these models were edited
2

to build the forelimb and these mesh models were exported as Standard Triangle
Language (STL) files, and input to the AnimatLab physics environment. Once the
skeleton was built, the muscles were added. This involved studying three-dimensional
anatomical rat models to determine muscle origin and insertion points. These points
are then added to the rat skeleton in AnimatLab. The next step is to create muscles
between each muscle origin and insertion point. Next, each individual muscle requires
the viscoelastic parameters to be set, then the AnimatLab can simulate the model.
Finally, the model was compared using visual data from testing a real rats passive
muscle properties.

Figure 1.1. The simulated rat in AnimatLab.

3

Chapter 2 Background
2.1 Biomechanical Models
The purpose of this work is to develop a biomechanical model of the rat forelimb to a)
have a complete model, as a hindlimb model in AnimatLab already exists, and b) to
develop a method of predicting viscoelastic muscle parameters. Biomechanical models
are used to simulate musculoskeletal systems to recreate and therefore understand
motion, forces, momentum, moments, balance, aerodynamics, hydrodynamics, and
different forms of locomotion. The benefit of these models is the are able to test
models relatively inexpensively when compared to physical robots. Additionally, they
provide insight into the behavior of the real biological system they are emulating.
Muscles can be stimulated to various degrees of contraction, allowing the user to gain
insight into the function of each muscle. Furthermore, different combinations of
muscles can be activated providing insight into the overall model behavior. In order to
build the biomechanical model of the rat forelimb the skeletal muscle structure must
be studied and replicated. The bone segments and joints of the real animal must be
replicated. The muscle origin and insertion points must be placed in the best
approximate locations. Finally, the viscoelastic parameters must be added to each
muscle so it best replicates the real rat. In order to determine the viscoelastic
parameters muscle architectural data is needed. While that explains the top-down
method of developing the rat biomechanical model, this paper goes from the ground
up where the first step is obtaining muscle architectural data, then viscoelastic
parameters are established, and finally the model can be built in AnimatLab.
4

2.2 Skeletal Muscle
Skeletal muscle is the force actuator in animals. Skeletal muscle is what causes
animal’s limbs to move producing a variety of motion such as running, jumping,
swimming, and flying. There are roughly 30 muscles in the rat forelimb alone. The
term ‘roughly’ is used because at times it can be difficult to classify one muscle from
many as is the case with the triceps. For example, the triceps contain three distinct
muscle bodies, the long, lateral and medial heads, and yet they all converge to share a
common insertion point on the olecranon process of the ulna. However, the origin of
each of these muscles is distinct. The long head originates in the infraglenoid tubercle
of scapula, where the lateral head originates above the radial groove, and the medial
head originates below the radial groove. It is the combination of all three of these
muscle bodies contracting that allow the elbow to extend. While each muscle only has
one-degree of freedom, namely shortening and elongating in the axial direction, it is
the placement and combination of the muscle bodies that allows a large degree of
freedom for the overall limb. In combination with these muscle bodies, the other types
of connective tissue are the tendons which attach the muscle body to bone, and
ligaments which hold the bones to one another. However, the muscle body and
tendons are very different from each other. While the muscle body is the force
generator, the tendon is the unit which enables the force generator to connect to the
limb. The tendon has the ability to store a large amount of strain energy, and this
energy can be used to reduce muscle fiber work and optimize contraction [5] [6].

5

Exploring the subunits of skeletal muscle reveals smaller and smaller bundles of
different components. Skeletal muscle is made up of bundles of fascicles, which in
turn are bundles of muscle fibers. Each muscle fiber further breaks down into bundles
of fibrils and finally microfibrils. It is the behavior of these muscle myofibrils that
determine many of the properties of skeletal muscle.

Figure 2.1. The individual components that make up skeletal muscle.

Myofibrils are the basic rod-like unit of the muscle. Myofibrils consist of four
complex proteins known as myosin, actin, tropomyosin, and troponin. The proteins are
arranged into a functional unit, the sarcomere.

6

Figure 2.2. Sarcomeres are the underlying mechanisms that generate contractile force.

Muscular contraction is caused by the contraction of the sarcomere. In the muscles
resting state, troponin binds tropomyosin to actin preventing myosin from binding to
the active sites (myosin – actin binding site). When the nervous system sends a signal
down the corticospinal tract via motor neurons the signal is transmitted to the muscle
at the neuromuscular junction. This process stimulates skeletal muscle causing an
action potential. During the action potential calcium is released from the sarcoplasmic
reticulum throughout the muscle. Calcium then binds to troponin which releases
tropomyosin from myosin-actin binding sites. Once the active myosin-actin binding
7

site is open, the myosin head binds to actin. Energy is provided to the myosin head in
the form of Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) and the myosin head bends causing the
sarcomere to shorten. This process is known as the power stroke. The power stroke
can continue multiple times causing the sarcomere to shorten even more.

Figure 2.3. The power stroke is the interaction of actin, myosin, and ATP.
8

Tens of thousands of these sarcomere units are what produce muscle forces [7]. This
explanation of muscle contraction was first introduced in 1954 as sliding filament
theory [8] [9]. While this is fundamentally how a muscle contracts, it is not the only
piece of relevant information. The way in which the muscle attaches to the tendon also
determines how the muscle will behave. Furthermore, muscle bodies do not all contain
unidirectional muscle fascicles which are all parallel to the muscle body. When the
fascicles are all arranged in the same direction they are called fusiform. An example of
a fusiform muscle is the biceps brachii. However, a thin portion of the tendon may
run through the central region of the muscle body and allow for the fascicles to be
arranged at an angle with respect to the tendon, appearing similar to a feather. This
arrangement is referred to as bipennate. An example of such an arrangement would be
the rectus femoris. Other arrangements are possible such as multipennate (deltoid) and
even circular (orbicularus oris).

9

Figure 2.4. The different types of pennate muscles.

The angle of these fibers with respect to the tendon is called the pennation angle.
When fibers are pennate, more can be packed into a given volume allowing for more
force when compared to a parallel-fibered muscle of equal volume. The tradeoff is
pennate muscles have shorter fibers, with fewer sarcomeres in series, and therefore
their displacements and velocities are lower when compared to parallel muscles with
longer fibers [10].
In addition to muscle architectural properties, muscles can also be classified according
to their twitch type. Generally, this can be broken into two major categories of slowtwitch or Type I, and fast-twitch, or Type II. Type II muscle fibers can be further
subdivided into IIa and IIb. Type IIa muscle fibers are fast-twitch oxidative glycolytic
and can be described as fast fatigue-resistant. Type IIb muscles are fast-twitch
glycolytic fibers and can be described as fast fatigable. Type I muscles are slow
oxidative fibers with high endurance [11].
10

Type I fibers require large mitochondrial volume in order to achieve high endurance.
Type II fibers however have a richly developed sarcoplasmic reticulum allowing for
more calcium to be deposited on the muscle. High tension requires most of the crosssectional area of fiber to be myofibrils. This is why a muscle cannot be both
simultaneously strong, enduring, and rapid [12]. A third type of fast twitch muscle
fiber, referred to as Type IIX with myosin heavy chain composition has been
identified [11]. However, for the purpose of this research fiber types were only
categorized as slow- (Type I) or fast-twitch (Type II). The reason for this was twofold.
Firstly, after extensive literature reviews it is very difficult to find the fiber type for
each muscle broken down into subcategories of fast-twitch muscle. Secondly, the
differences between Type IIa and IIb and how they affect the muscle are not yet
described well enough to take into account, other than to say, fast-twitch muscle fibers
contract faster and fatigue faster than slow-type muscle fibers. The characteristics of
each muscle type are described in table 8 [13].
Table 1. Muscle Fiber Characteristics

Characteristics
Contraction Speed
Fatigue Rate
Diameter
ATPase Concentration
Mitochondrial
Concentration
Glycolytic Enzyme
Concentration

Type I
Slow-Twitch
Oxidative
(SO)
Slow
Slow
Small
Low
High

Type IIA
Fast-Twitch
Oxidative
Glycolytic (FOG)
Fast
Intermediate
Intermediate
High
High

Type IIB
Fast-Twitch
Glycolytic
(FG)
Fast
Fast
Large
High
Low

Low

Intermediate

High
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Skeletal muscle is composed of a heterogenous collection of these muscle fiber types
[14] [15]. Additionally, muscle fiber units exhibit plasticity allowing Type IIA and
Type IIB to convert between the two as a result of functional training. Type I to Type
II conversions are possible in cases of severe deconditioning or spinal cord injury [16].
Another factor contributing to skeletal muscle performance is temperature. As the
temperature of the muscle decreases the maximum shortening velocity also decreases
[17]. However, temperature effects were not considered in this work and the model is
considered to be at a steady state rat body temperature (~37.5 oC) [18].

2.3 Hill’s Mechanical Model of Skeletal Muscle
Skeletal muscle is the muscle locomotor and even when not actively used it has
viscoelastic passive properties [19]. When a limb is moved and the muscle is
elongated, the muscle will both resist the change in length as well as dampen changes
in length over time. The resistance to the change in length exhibits spring-like
behavior comparable to a mechanical spring being stretched with some force. The
spring just like the muscle will provide an opposing force until the muscle is relaxed to
its resting length. This elastic behavior of skeletal muscle is due to the properties of
the muscle body as well as the tendons connecting the muscle body to the bones, often
referred to as the muscle-tendon unit. The elastic elements in muscle-tendon unit are
able to store energy slowly and release it rapidly, effectively amplifying the muscle
power as well as dissipate energy rapidly, such as landing from a jump, to slowly
12

stretch the muscle, possibly preventing injury [20]. Many structures within the muscle
exhibit these spring-like properties. The elastic properties are due to the actomyosin
cross-bridges, actin and myosin filaments, titin, and the connective tissue scaffolding
of the extracellular matrix. They all have the potential to store and recover elastic
energy during muscle contraction [20]. Tendons, while having a different anatomical
structure, also provide a spring-like force [21]. This spring like behavior is due to the
collagen that makes up the tendon [22]. The viscous effects demonstrated by the
muscle are due to the fluids within the muscle such as extracellular fluid. As the
muscle contracts and expands it exhibits a viscous damping-like behavior.
These viscoelastic properties of the muscle are represented in a mechanical model,
which is based off the work done in the early to mid-1900s by Hill [23], Huxley [8],
and Huxley [9]. The muscle model used in this work is the linear-Hill muscle model
shown below.

13

Figure 2.5. The linear-Hill muscle model.

The model consists of a series spring element which can be interpreted as the
equivalent spring for both tendons (either side of the muscle body) attaching the
skeletal muscle to bone. Additionally, the Hill-muscle model consists of three parallel
components which make up the muscle body. The muscle body consists of a spring,
damper and active contractile component. The active element is generating the
contractile force. Biologically this is produced by the power stroke of myosin and
actin interactions within the sarcomere. The governing equation for the Hill-muscle
model used in this work is,
𝑇̇ =

𝑘
𝑏

𝑘 Δ𝐿 + 𝑏𝐿̇ − 1 +

𝑘
𝑘

𝑇+𝐴

where, 𝑇̇ is the change in muscle contraction force per time, 𝑘

(2.1)

is the series spring

element or the tendon/ligament spring constant, 𝑏 is the damping coefficient for the
14

muscle body, 𝑘

is the parallel spring element or the muscle body spring constant, 𝐿

is the length, 𝐿̇ is the contractile muscle velocity, 𝑇 is the measured muscle
contraction, and 𝐴 is the active contractile element. Muscles have only one degree of
freedom which is the ability to contract. Due to the elastic spring-like behavior they
exhibit, this means they also provide a spring force when stretched beyond their
resting length [19]. Therefore, any opposing muscle, such as the triceps (antagonist) to
the biceps (agonist) will exert some force opposite to the principal direction. In
addition, the antagonist muscle groups will contract to some degree when the agonist
is contracting [24]. This is known as coactivation. The degree to which the antagonist
muscles activate is not fully described and varies from activity to activity.
Coactivation of the antagonist muscle also varies in magnitude with the magnitude of
the agonist contraction [24].

15

Chapter 3 Methodology
3.1 General outline for methodology:

The end goal is to develop a biomechanical rat forelimb model. In order to develop the
model, viscoelastic parameters for each muscle must be known. In order to determine
the muscle parameters, muscle architectural data is needed. Therefore, the
methodology for approaching this problem was to first obtain rat forelimb
architectural data, then predict passive muscle parameters, and finally build the model.
Since rat forelimb architectural data does not exist, a significant amount of work went
into predicting values. The approach used in this work is as follows:
Obtain / predict rat forelimb muscle architectural data


The first step is to obtain architectural data by means of an extensive literature
review.



Once forelimb data was determined to be unavailable, scaling methods from
another quadruped mammalian were explored.



The scaling methods explore different relationships between two quadruped
mammalian hindlimbs, namely the rat and dog, and establish relationships
between the two in order to predict rat forelimb values.

Predict individual muscle viscoelastic and active parameters


Determine elastic parameters
o Elasticity of skeletal muscle (𝑘 )
16

o Elasticity of tendons (𝑘 )


Determine the active muscle contractile force (𝐴)



Determine the max contractile velocity (𝐿̇)



Determine the viscous effects of the muscle body (𝑏)

AnimatLab Model


Building the skeleton



Add muscle origin and insertion points as well as the muscle-tendon unit.



Setting individual muscle parameters



Testing the model

3.2 Determining Rat Forelimb Muscle Architecture

One of the biggest roadblocks to this research was insufficient architectural data for
the rat forelimb. While numerous studies have been conducted on the rat hindlimb [14,
25, 1, 26, 27, 28, 29], in comparison very few have been done on the forelimb.
According to an article published by Science magazine in 2021, more than 100 million
mice and rats are used in U.S. labs alone [30], yet the literature review did not yield
forelimb architecture. When a study involving the forelimb is conducted it is even
rarer still to find the muscle geometry of the specimen listed. It is due to this fact, that
muscle data had to be estimated from data published on rat hindlimbs as well as those
of other quadruped mammals. The general approach was to use data published on rat
hindlimbs as well as dog hindlimbs, then to determine a scaling relationship between
the two accounting for differences in the proportional length and posture of each
17

species. Those relationships were then applied to the forelimb data published for dogs,
to determine rat forelimb muscle data. While this is never ideal, others have used a
similar approach while achieving satisfactory results [31]. Originally, I attempted to
replicate and use this work by using the same scaling relationship reported by Stark. In
this work they observed a linear log – log (power law) scaling relationship between
different dog breeds for both muscle mass and PCSA. The equation for each line was
given. Using some of the same dog data that Stark used, which was published by
Shahar and Milgram, the same linear relationship was plotted along with the rat
hindlimb data.

Figure 3.1. Reconstructing the power law relationship between mass and body weight for different dog
breeds used by Stark with the addition of the rat.

It became evident the same relationships did not hold for different animals or at least
between dogs and rats.
18

Although forelimb data was nonexistent, rat hindlimb muscle architecture data was
available [1]. This data included muscle mass, resting length, fiber length, pennation
angle, PCSA and the architectural index (AI). In order to predict rat forelimb data a
relationship needed to be established between dog and rat hindlimbs. Architectural
data for dog forelimbs [3] and hindlimbs [2] is published, albeit not from the same
dog. Once the data for the rat hindlimb and the dog hindlimb were obtained the next
obstacle was matching muscles. The difficulty arose from the fact that different
researchers dissect and label muscles differently. For example, one researcher reported
muscle values for the cranial and caudal heads of the gracilis and another researcher
simply reported the entire muscle as the gracilis. Additionally, even papers published
by the same author would label the muscles differently [15] [14]. A direct
consequence of this was the limit of comparable data. The rat hindlimb data reported
37 muscles [1], whereas the dog data reported 29 hindlimb muscles [2]. Of these, only
14 muscles of the dog and rat directly overlapped.
3.2.1 Linear Relationships between the dog and rat muscle architecture

The first step in investigating the data was to apply a linear relationship between the
dog and rat muscle architectures using single linear regression. There were four types
of architectural data to compare. These were the muscle mass, muscle resting length,
fiber length, and PCSA. Each of the four categories were plotted on four separate
scatter plots comparing the dog values to the rat. The dog was the x-axis and the rat
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was the y-axis. Once this was completed using Microsoft Excel, a linear best fit line
was added and the R2 values were evaluated.

3.2.2 Dog Rat Hindlimb Comparison Using a Proportional Length Method.
A large amount of data has been collected on dog limb proportions. Proportions are
defined as the functional length of a bone between joints. Each joint is the start and
stopping point of the bone segment regardless if the bone extends beyond the joint.
For example, the ulna extends beyond the axis of rotation for the elbow joint. Yet
when the ulna is taken into account as some portion of the overall limb, the bone
length is considered to end at the elbow joint. In dogs, the radius and ulna account for
30% of the overall forelimb length on average. The forepaw accounts for 16%. The
humerus accounts for 27% and the scapula accounts for 28% [32]. The size of each
segment various with different sized dog breeds. The mean hindlimb proportions for
the dog hindlimb were compared to the hindlimb proportions in the simulated rat
model.
Table 2. Proportional lengths of the dog and rat hindlimb.

Femur proportion [%]

Tibia proportion [%]

Hind-paw proportion [%]

Dog

37 ± 1.3

37 ± 1.3

26 ± 1.5

Rat

37.1

39.9
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Rat/Dog

1.00

1.08

0.88
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The purpose was to examine the similarities and differences between the different
species to see if muscles that scaled with the bone segments could have a scalar
applied to them to adjust the muscles from dog to rat hindlimb proportions. For
example many of the hindlimb muscles connect from the hip down the entire length of
the femur and connect to the bottom of the femur or the top of the tibia. These muscles
then scaled with the femur. When a dog is scaled down to the size of a rat, adjustments
can be made to account for the different proportional length. Since the femur
proportional length was approximately the same as the rat femur proportional length,
then no adjusted is needed. However, for muscles whose length scaled with the tibia,
the scaled down dog muscles would need to increase by 108% (Table 1). Similarly,
muscles that scaled with the hind-paw would need to be decreased when comparing
the scaled down dog with the rat to be 88% of the dog values. If this model proved to
be reliable, the dog and rat forelimb proportions could be evaluated and adjustments
could be made to the simple linear scaling of the dog down to the size of a rat.
3.2.3 Multiple Linear Regression of Separate Clusters Determined by K-Means
Analysis

The next method applied was a k-means unsupervised machine learning clustering
algorithm in the python programming language. The purpose was to determine if there
were clusters of muscles similar enough to each other to apply scaling relationships.
Each cluster could have its own scaling method instead of trying to scale all the
muscles in one cluster. K-means clustering algorithms create as many different
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clusters as are input by the user. Data in a 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional analysis
can be plotted allowing the user to observe the data and provide an ‘ideal’ number of
clusters to the model. Data in higher dimensions cannot be visualized and therefore the
number of ‘ideal’ clusters is unknown. In order to determine the number of clusters the
“Elbow Method” was used. The Elbow Method takes in the same arguments as the kmeans analysis but outputs how the distortion changes by adding another cluster.
Initially the distortion reduces dramatically with more clusters. However, rather
quickly, increasing the number of clusters marginally changes the decrease in
distortion. Once the slope of these changes goes from a steep drop when adding
clusters to a minor change, the “Elbow” can be determined.

Figure 3.2. The “Elbow Method” shows how the distortion in the system increase as the number of
clusters used in k-means analysis increase.

Once the number of preferred clusters are known the k-means algorithm can be used.
The purpose was to determine what groups of muscles were similar. If the muscles
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clusters for the dog were similar to the muscle clusters of the rat, then perhaps
different scaling methods could be applied for each cluster. K-means algorithms are
able to take higher dimensional data and find relationships between the various data
points.
Table 3. The different k-means analyses that were used along with their inputs.

Analysis

Inputs

Dog Only Analysis (DOA)

[mass, muscle length, fiber length, PCSA] dog

Rat Only Analysis (ROA)

[mass, muscle length, fiber length, PCSA] rat

Dog-Rat Analysis (DRA)

[m,ml,fl, PCSA]dog & [m,ml,fl, PCSA]rat

Table 4. The results from a k-means analysis. DOA = dog only analysis, ROA = rat only analysis, and
DRA = dog-rat analysis.
3 Cluster Analysis
Muscle Name

Gluteus superficialis
Adductor longus
Extensor digitorum longus
Gastrocnemius, medial head
Gastrocnemius, lateral head
Biceps femoris
Semimembranosus
Adductor magnus & brevis
Vastus lateralis & intermedius
Gluteus medius
Rectus femoris
Semitendinosus
Gracilis
Vastus medialis

DOA

ROA

DRA

Cluster

Cluster

Cluster

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
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The goal was to see if muscles clustered independently in the rat were similar to
muscles clustered independently in the dog. While the analysis did yield there are
similarities between the dog muscles and rat muscles, for example the muscles
contained in cluster 0, 1 and 2 for the dog happen to be the same muscles grouped in
clusters 0, 1 and 2 for the rat. So, muscles in cluster 0 for the dog have more in
common with each other than with muscles grouped in cluster 1 and 2. The same can
be said for the rat. However, the relationships causing the muscles to be grouped
together is not clear. For example, the adductor magnus and brevis were in a separate
cluster than the adductor longus for both the dog and rat. This data was then
compressed to two-dimensions using a principal component analysis (PCA). This
enabled a graphical representation of the data.
A multi-linear regression model was then built for each desired prediction (mass,
length, fiber, PCSA) for each cluster in python. Each model was trained on an 80/20
split of training/test data. The inputs for the model were always dog muscle mass,
length, fiber length and PCSA. The true label for the desired prediction was the rat
architecture it was supposed to predict. For example, in order to determine rat muscle
mass for a cluster 0 muscle, the model was given the muscle mass, resting muscle
length, fiber length and PCSA for each dog muscle in cluster 0. Then the real rat mass
for the same cluster 0 muscle was given to the training set (80%) then the model
would predict the rat muscle mass for the remaining (20%) of the rat cluster 0
muscles.
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3.2.4 Multiple Linear Regression

The next method attempted was a multi-linear regression in python without clustering.
The number of inputs was varied to see if additional relationships would improve the
models. The idea was adding relationships between the data such as density which is a
function of mass, muscle resting length and PCSA may improve the models ability to
predict any one of those values. The overall methodology was the same as before just
without clustering.
Table 5. Coefficients used to determine the rat forelimb data.

3.2.5 The Heuristic Method

The final method used was a heuristic method developed from observation. The dog
and rat were observed in a neutral standing position. The idea for this method is to
identify differences between the two postures and apply an offset to single linear
model. First the single linear relationship was used on dog hindlimb muscle to predict
rat hindlimb models. Then the difference, here represented as a quotient, between the
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predicted rat architecture values and real values were determined, using the following
equation:

quotient =

rat
rat

(3.1)

These values were then plotted.

Rat-Dog Architectural Difference
2.00
1.80
1.60
1.40
1.20
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00

decimal difference (mass)

decimal difference (length)

decimal difference (fiber)

decimal difference (pcsa)

Figure 3.3. The difference between the real and single linear prediction. If the value is 1 the
relationship is perfectly linear.
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Next, I had to take into account each muscle’s origin and insertion point to see what
direction the force was being applied to the forelimb. Based on observational evidence
from the rat and dog in standing posture as well as a walking gait, certain aspects stand
out. It should be noted Shahar describes the dog used as a 23-kg mixed breed.
Therefore, larger dogs were observed. The first noticeable difference is when a dog is
standing the limbs are nearly orthogonal to the ground appearing very upright like a
column, whereas a rat has acute angles at the shoulder joint, hip joint, elbow, knee,
and ankles.

Figure 3.4. The standing posture of a larger dog and a rat.

The reason for this difference in locomotor limb posture is primarily to do with the
effect of body mass. A shift in upright posture for larger mammals aligns the segments
and joints of the limb with the ground reaction force [33]. Additionally, a shift from a
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crouching more abducted stance to a more upright one decreases the cost (total
mechanical power) of locomotion [34]. Because of these observations, the difference
between eight groups of muscle functions were chosen to compare the dog and rat
hindlimb. Based on the function of each muscle eight classifiers were generated.
Table 6. Muscle classifiers based on function.

Class Hindlimb

Forelimb

1

Adduction

Adduction

2

Abduction

Abduction

3

Hip Flexor

Shoulder Flexor

4

Hip Extensor

Shoulder Extensor

5

Knee Flexor

Elbow Flexor

6

Knee Extensor

Elbow Extensor

7

Dorsiflexor

Dorsiflexor

8

Plantar-flexor

Plantar-flexor

Each hindlimb muscle was then assigned a classifier based on its observed function.
Table 7. Hindlimb classifiers.

Muscle Name (Shahar)

Class

Class Name

Gracilis

1

Adduction

Adductor longus

1

Adduction

Adductor magnus et brevis

1

Adduction

Biceps femoris

2

Abduction

Rectus femoris

3

Hip Flexor

Gluteus superficialis

4

Hip Extensor

Gluteus medius

4

Hip Extensor

Semimembranosus

5

Knee Flexor

Semitendinosus

5

Knee Flexor
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Vastus lateralis and intermedius

6

Knee Extensor

Vastus medialis

6

Knee Extensor

Extensor digitorum longus

7

Dorsiflexor

Gastrocnemius, medial head

8

Plantar-flexor

Gastrocnemius, lateral head

8

Plantar-flexor

At times, a muscle will perform multiple functions. In these instances, like a K-means
analysis, the observed primary function was narrowed down to a single class if it
exhibited 51% or more of the overall function. For example, the semitendinosus
muscle seems to provide both knee flexion as well as limb adduction. However, based
on observation the semitendinosus contributes more to knee flexion than to limb
adduction, and therefore it was assigned to the knee flexion class (class-5). Once each
hindlimb muscle was assigned to a class, the mean architectural value correction
needed was determined for each class in relation to the linearly scaled dog
architecture. This provided a structure to use the quasi-linear relationship between the
dog and rat while offsetting the muscles based on a difference in muscle function.
Since dog and rats have different standing postures, a hypothesis was formed to
account for the difference. A muscle used to hold in the rat in a crouch abducted
stance will not need to scale directly proportional to the mass of the dog since the dog
is in an upright, less abducted posture. Following the same procedure as outlined for
the hindlimbs, each forelimb muscle was assigned a class based on its observed
function.
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Table 8. Forelimb muscle classes determined by observation.

Muscle Name
Acromiodeltoid
Acromiotrapezius
Biceps brachii
Brachialis
Clavotrapezius
Cleidomastoid
Common digital extensor
Deep digital flexor
Deep Pectoral
Infraspinatus
latissimus dorsi muscle
Rhomboideus capitis
Rhomboideus Cervicis
Rhomboideus thoracis
Serratus Ventralis
Spinodeltoid
Spinotrapezius
Subscapularis
Superficial pectoral
Supraspinatus
Teres major
Teres minor
Triceps brachii

Class
4
3
5
5
7
8
1
3
3
4
4
4
1
3
1
3
2
3
3
3
6

Class Name
Shoulder extensor
Shoulder flexor
Elbow flexor
Elbow flexor
Clavicle (no class)
Clavicle (no class)
Dorsiflexor
Plantarflexor
Adduction
Shoulder flexor
Shoulder flexor
Shoulder extensor
Shoulder extensor
Shoulder extensor
Adduction
Shoulder flexor
Adduction
Shoulder flexor
Abduction
Shoulder flexor
Shoulder flexor
Shoulder flexor
Elbow extension

Once each muscle was assigned a class, the same linear relationship was used. Then
the same offsets for each class were applied. In addition to the rat mass, resting muscle
length, and PCSA, the muscle fiber type percentage and the tendon data was needed.
3.2.6 Muscle Fiber Type

Armstrong found that 95% of rat hindlimb muscles were composed of fast-twitch
muscle fiber [14]. Armstrong also found the fast- and slow-twitch muscle percentage
for both the dog fore-and hindlimb. The same heuristic approach from the rat forelimb
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architectural data was used to predict the fiber type percentages for the rat forelimb. A
direct comparison between reported dog hindlimb fiber type and rat hindlimb fiber
type was used to determine the offset needed for the fast-twitch (Type II) fibers. Once
the offsets per class were established, they were applied directly to the dog forelimb
fiber type data. Since slow-twitch fibers plus fast-twitch fibers always equal 100%, the
model only needed to predict fast-twitch muscle fiber. Slow-twitch fiber percentage
was determined by subtracting the fast-twitch percent from 100%.
slow twitch muscle % = 100 − fast twitch muscle %

(3.2)

Any muscle that was predicted to have fast-twitch fibers greater than 100% were then
scaled down to be 99% fast-twitch fiber and 1% slow-twitch fiber. This was because
no muscles in the rat hindlimb were 100% slow- or fast-twitch.
3.2.7 Tendon Architectural Data

While rat hindlimb muscle architecture was difficult to find and rat forelimb
architectural data did not exist, rat tendon geometric data was completely absent,
except for one brief mention. The mean rat tendon length is reported as 500 microns
and 60 microns in diameter [29]. Tendon data, specifically tendon length and tendon
cross-sectional area are necessary to predict the elastic behavior. In order to predict the
data, I assumed the tendon deviated from the tendon mean in the same way the
connected muscle deviated from the muscle mean. For example, if the muscle had a
cross-section three standard deviations larger than the mean, then intuitively the
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tendon would also have a cross-section larger than the tendon mean. In order to make
the cross-sectional area of the tendon larger, allowing it to connect the larger muscle to
bone, the deviation from the tendon mean was assumed to be the same deviation as the
muscle it attached to. This enabled me to have different tendon lengths for the
different muscles. In order to ensure the deviation of the tendon was the same as the
muscle it was connected to, the deviation and mean for each muscle was calculated as
well as the population mean and standard deviation. The tendon length was
determined using the following function,

𝐿 = 500 × 10

[𝑚] ∙ 1 −

Where 𝐿 is the tendon length for the 𝑖

muscle. 𝐿

the 𝑖

𝐿

−𝜇
𝜇

(3.3)

is the resting muscle length for

muscle, and 𝜇 is the mean for all the muscles. By applying this function to all

the tendons, I was able to determine unique values. Similarly, I used the same function
but replaced length with diameter to predict tendon diameter values.

𝑑 = 500 × 10

Where 𝑑 is the tendon diameter of the 𝑖

[𝑚] ∙ 1 −

𝑑

muscle, 𝑑

−𝜇
𝜇

(3.4)

is the diameter of the 𝑖

muscle, and 𝜇 is the mean for all the muscles. I was then able to determine the crosssectional area of the tendon using,
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𝐴=

1
𝜋𝑑
4

(3.5)

With rat forelimb data the next step was to determine the passive parameters for each
muscle as well as the active contractile component. I was able to confirm that each
tendon deviated from the mean like its corresponding muscle by checking the ratio of
individual muscle deviation to population mean.
3.3 Viscoelastic Passive and Active Parameters

Currently there is not a straightforward methodology for determining the elastic spring
and viscous damping coefficients of linear-Hill skeletal muscle [19]. This work
provides a framework/model for determining the viscoelastic parameters as well the
active contractile force and max velocity as a function of fast-twitch fiber percentage.
There is some variance in skeletal muscle between different animal species and
humans show significant variability between individuals [11]. However, one should
expect variance of different muscles across species as well as in the same muscle
across the same species. This is because the bicep spring constant of a professional
body builder would not be the same as that of an administrator. Additionally, even
though they are the same species, one would not expect the max isometric contraction
for both individuals to be the same even if they measured the same height, weight, and
age. However, if both individuals measured the same height, weight, percent fat, age,
as well as individual muscle length and PCSA then one should expect the muscle
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properties would also be nearly identical. Variance among different muscles of the
same individual are due to pinnation angle and muscle fiber type [10]. Therefore, an
early hypothesis of this research was that fundamentally all mammalian skeletal
muscle tissue is the same, and properties should scale with muscle size and shape.
This method allows for a material science approach, where given some geometric
data, and fundamental properties of the material (crystallin structure for metals, or
sarcomere density per unit area for skeletal muscle) predictions can be made about the
material. So, given muscle geometry such as PCSA resting length, and percent fastand slow-twitch fiber, muscle properties should be predictable. Physiological crosssectional area is preferred over anatomical cross-sectional area (ACSA), or simply
cross-sectional (CSA) area because the PCSA accounts for the pinnation angle (𝛼) of
the muscle fibers with respect to the tendon.
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Figure 3.5. The comparison of physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA) and anatomical crosssectional area (ACSA).

An important concept the PCSA captures that the ACSA does not is the number of
muscle fibers. When the muscle fibers are not parallel to the tendon or to the direction
of desired travel, each sarcomere contraction contributes to the overall change in
length as a function of the pinnation angle. Furthermore, when the pinnation angle is
not zero, more muscle fibers can be packed into a given volume producing more force
when compared to a parallel-fibered muscle of equal volume [10]. This creates for a
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larger muscle activation (𝐴) but as previously described also is inversely proportional
to the change in length and therefore contraction velocity.
3.3.1 Spring Constants

The spring constants (𝑘

and 𝑘 ) represent the elastic component of the muscle

body and tendon, respectively. In order to determine the elastic spring constant of
skeletal muscle, pre-existing relationships of stress and strain were used. The Modulus
of Elasticity (or Young’s Modulus) for skeletal muscle was reported as 22.59 ±
3.31 𝑘𝑃𝑎 for the human medial gastrocnemius, and 23.56 ± 4.08 𝑘𝑃𝑎 for the human
lateralis gastrocnemius [35]. As stated earlier, a fundamental hypothesis of this
research is all skeletal muscle is the same, therefore the Young’s Modulus used for
skeletal muscle in this work is 23.08 𝑘𝑃𝑎. The stress strain relationship is defined as,
𝜎 =𝐸∙𝜀

(3.6)

Substituting in the values for stress (𝜎) and strain (𝜀) yields,
𝐹
Δ𝐿
=𝐸∙
𝐴
𝐿

(3.7)

This can be put into Hooke’s Law form of 𝐹 = 𝑘 ∙ Δ𝐿.

𝐹=

𝐴𝐸
∙ Δ𝐿
𝐿

(3.8)
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Here the spring constant is,

𝑘

=

𝐴𝐸
𝐿

(3.9)

Where 𝐴 is the cross-sectional area, 𝐸 is the modulus of elasticity and 𝐿 is the resting
length. The cross-sectional area used in this work is the PCSA because as indicated
previously it takes account the fiber pennation angle and therefore is a more accurate
description of the muscle body when you are concerned with elasticity, force, and
velocity. Although the elasticity of muscle has non-linear regions [36], an
approximation can be made using this linear-Hill model.
The same method and derivation was used for tendons.

𝑘

=

𝐴𝐸
𝐿

(3.10)

Here the differences are: Young’s modulus for tendons is reported as 1 GPa [21] and
the anatomical cross-section is used because there is no pennation angle of the tendon
with respect to itself.
3.3.2 The Active Contractile Component: Specific Muscle Tension

As previously discussed, the sarcomere is the fundamental unit providing contractile
force of the muscle body. This force has been investigated in relation to area [37] [12].
The resulting force per area is defined as specific muscle tension. Specific muscle
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tension is defined per unit area as 22.5 𝑁/𝑐𝑚 [37] [12]. This value can be used to
solve for the maximum isometric force (𝐴) through the relationship,

𝐴 = 22.5

𝑁
∙ 𝑃𝐶𝑆𝐴
𝑐𝑚

(3.11)

A study involving guinea pigs used this specific muscle tension and PCSA to make
accurate predictions of the max isometric tetanic tension produced by different
individual muscles [37]. Interestingly, a study by Rospars found muscles used for
flying and swimming have smaller specific muscle tension than muscles used for
terrestrial locomotion [12].

3.3.3 Viscous Damping Coefficients

The viscous effects demonstrated by the muscle are due to the fluids within the muscle
such as extracellular fluid. As the muscle contracts and expands it exhibits a viscous
damping-like behavior. These viscous effects are represented by the damping
coefficient 𝑏. Damping plays a role in how fast the muscle is able to contract as well
as the force generated by the muscle. This is best scene in a force-velocity curve for
skeletal muscle.
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Figure 3.6 Force-Velocity Relationship for skeletal muscle.

It is important to note that any value under the curve is also possible. A muscle can be
partially contracted keeping the joint in a fixed location. This specific case would lie
on the y-axis as there is no velocity component, however, it would be considerably
below the isometric force y-intercept. In order to determine the damping effect of
skeletal muscle, the governing equation could be arranged to solve for the maximum
possible velocity when there is no measured force output. This arrangement puts the
solution to the far right of the graph (Figure 3.8). When the change in measured
tension and the measured tension are set to zero the governing equation becomes,

𝑏=

−𝑘 Δ𝐿 − 𝐴
𝐿̇

(3.12)

𝐿 is the resting length and is a given from muscle architectural data. There are two
unknowns in this equation. The first being the damping coefficient (𝑏) and the second
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being velocity (𝐿̇), in this case maximum velocity. Here the effects of fast- and slowtwitch muscle fiber must be considered. The difference in the maximum velocity
produced by both fiber types is [38],
𝐿̇

=

fast twitch = 16𝑙 /𝑠
slow twitch = 6𝑙 /𝑠

(3.13)

Where 𝑙 is the resting muscle length and 𝑠 is seconds. This equation can be rewritten
in a single function to allow a continuum of values.
𝐿̇

= 6 + 10 ∙ 𝑁

∗ 𝑙 /𝑠

(3.14)

Where 𝑁 is the number of fast-twitch muscle fibers. Now if the number of fasttwitch muscle fibers is zero the equation becomes the same as 3.13 for slow-twitch
muscle fibers and if the number of fast-twitch muscle fibers is 100% then the equation
becomes the same as 3.13 for fast-twitch muscle fibers. All values are now known and
𝑏 can be solved for. It should also be noted that the Hill muscle model treats damping
as linear. Therefore, it creates a straight line between the max force and the max
velocity. This is a limitation of the model that would therefore overestimate the
amount of force that can be produced at a specific velocity for nearly all cases except
the max velocity and max force.
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3.3.4 The Muscle Parameter Model

The purpose of developing these relationships was to establish the muscle parameter
model. The reason for creating this model, which is shown collectively below, was
due to the fact there is not a single established methodology for predicting muscle
parameters. The advantage of this approach is to use a first-principles material science
approach whereby understanding the fundamental mechanisms at work such as the
sarcomere and myofibril as well as their interactions with other fundamental
mechanisms such as the tendon and muscle body allows for a predictive model to be
built using only the muscle geometry (PCSA and resting length) as well as the major
fiber type (percentage fast-twitch). This can be summarized in the following
equations:
The elastic spring force due to the muscle body (Equation 3.9),

𝑘

=

𝐸

∙ 𝑃𝐶𝑆𝐴
𝐿

The elastic spring force due to the tendons (Equation 3.10),

𝑘

=

𝐸

∙ 𝑃𝐶𝑆𝐴
𝐿

The max active contractile component (Equation 3.11),

𝐴

= 22.5

𝑁
∙ 𝑃𝐶𝑆𝐴
𝑐𝑚
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The viscous damping effect due to the muscle body (Equation 3.12),

𝑏=

−𝑘 Δ𝐿 − 𝐴
𝐿̇

Where (Equation 3.14),
𝐿̇

= 6 + 10 ∙ 𝑁

∗ 𝑙 /𝑠

3.4 Building the model in Animatlab

The first step in designing a simulated biomechanical model of a rat forelimb was to
determine how the forelimb operated and how the skeleton moved through space.
Through observation of a rat in motion I was able to determine the forelimb model
uses two ball-and-socket joints to model clavicle and scapula movement. A third balland-socket joint is used at the shoulder and two hinge joints are used at the elbow and
wrist. Scapula motion is further constrained by muscle and spring elements. Each
forelimb has 11 degrees of freedom, and 23 Hill-type muscles.
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Figure 3.7. The rat forelimb is comprised of three spherical joints and two revolute joints.

This model can be further described mathematically by establishing the location and
orientation of each limb.
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Figure 3.8. The mathematical system describing the movement of the rat forelimb.

After determining the degrees-of-freedom the next step was to determine the muscles
being used and how they are connected to the skeleton. A software called Biosphera3d
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was used to get a 3D visualization of the rat and determine the muscle to bone origin
and insertion points. Each muscle attaching to the forelimb, including the clavicle,
scapula, humerus, radius, ulna and smaller bones of the wrist and hand were
documented, and the attachment points were recorded. The attachment points were
then added to the AnimatLab model.

Figure 3.9. The muscles used to manipulate the forelimbs of the rat. Image taken from the Biosphera3d
software.

The next step in the process was to determine the muscle path. Each muscle group
(such as the biceps) would be represented by a single muscle in the simulated model.
This proved to be very challenging as many of the muscles included multiple
attachment points, such as the acromiodeltoid muscle which connects the scapula to
the clavicle as well as the humerus, or the triceps brachii muscle which attaches the
scapula to the humerus and the ulna. Further complications arose when muscles
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attached to the spine or rib cage such as acromiotrapezius muscle which attaches the
scapula to multiple segments of the cervical and thoracic spine. Here the center point
of the attachment surface was approximated and added to the AnimatLab model. Once
the model was built the parameters 𝑘 , 𝑘 , 𝑏, and 𝐴 were added to the model for each
muscle. In order to test the model, it needed to be compared to a video of a real
anesthetized rat whose limbs were lifted and dropped to examine how the passive
muscle parameters behaved. The last step was to manipulate the simulated AnimatLab
model’s limbs to be in the same orientation as the real rat model and then run the
simulation to compare the behavior. The model was compared side-by-side with the
real rat for two different tests and at different speeds. The first test tested passive
muscle properties as the rat forelimb was extended posterior of the shoulder and
released. The second test placed the rat forelimb anterior of the shoulder and released.
The simulated model’s forelimb was placed in the same approximate location for test
1 and test 2 and the video results were compared side by side. The video is played at
1/8th speed, for test 1 and 2, then ¼ speed for test 1 and 2, and finally both tests are
played in real time. The purpose was to allow the viewer time to fully examine the
models, as the tests took less than one second.
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Chapter 4 Results
4.1 Muscle Architecture Predictions
Here are the results from each of the models used to predict rat muscle architecture,
given rat and dog muscle architectural data.
4.1.1 Linear relationships between the dog and rat muscle architecture.

Figure 4.1. Dog-Rat muscle architecture approximate linear relationships.

4.1.2 Dog Rat Hindlimb Comparison Using Proportional Lengths
The predicted rat hindlimb values were compared to the real rat hindlimb values and
the percent error for each of the four categories (muscle mass, muscle resting length,
fiber length, and PCSA) were calculated.
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Table 9. The mean percent error for each predicted value when compared to the real value.
Architecture
% error ± std

Muscle Mass

Muscle Resting Length

Fiber Length

PCSA

62.83 ± 93.50

10.30 ± 23.36

7.98 ± 25.29

35.64 ± 71.24

4.1.3 Multiple Linear Regression of Separate Clusters Determined by K-Means
Analysis
The “Elbow Method”, which was completed in Python, suggested three clusters.

Figure 4.2. The results from the “Elbow Method” used in python to determine the number of clusters
needed for analysis.

As a result, a three cluster study was conducted. 12 multiple linear regression models
were used and their 𝑅 values were compared.
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Table 10. The k-means clustered multi-linear regression models used to predict rat muscle
architecture. Each row is a different model.
Cluster

Model Inputs (dog data only)

Predicted Rat Value

R2

0

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

Mass

0.97

0

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

Resting Length

0.89

0

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

Fiber Length

0.91

0

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

PCSA

0.95

1

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

Mass

0.56

1

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

Resting Length

0.37

1

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

Fiber Length

0.6

1

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

PCSA

0.69

2

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

Mass

-3

2

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

Resting Length

-1.2

2

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

Fiber Length

0.54

2

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

PCSA

-2.8

4.1.4 Multiple Linear Regression
Multiple linear regression was used to predict the four desired architectural values.
The number of inputs was increased in an effort to increase the models accuracy. The
model started with just the four architectural values (mass, resting length, fiber length,
and PCSA). However, relationships between these values such as density which is
calculated used mass, resting length and PCSA, or the architectural index (AI) which
is defined as the quotient of fiber length to muscle resting length, and finally the radius
(𝑅) which was approximated as

𝑃𝐶𝑆𝐴/𝜋 were added as inputs to improve the

models accuracy.
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Table 11. The multi-linear regression models trained on dog and rat hindlimb data used to predict
forelimb data.
Model Inputs (dog data only)

Predicted Rat Value

R2

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA

Mass

0.73

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA

Resting Length

0.73

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA

Fiber Length

0.73

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA

PCSA

0.61

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

Mass

0.76

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

Resting Length

0.77

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

Fiber Length

0.75

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density

PCSA

0.61

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density, AI

Mass

0.77

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density, AI

Resting Length

0.82

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density, AI

Fiber Length

0.82

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density, AI

PCSA

0.61

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density, AI, R

Mass

0.79

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density, AI, R

Resting Length

0.90

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density, AI, R

Fiber Length

0.94

mass, resting length, fiber length, PCSA, density, AI, R

PCSA

0.59

Using the best 𝑅 value for each of the predicted values, the models were then used to
predict forelimb values.
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Multiple Linear Regression - Forelimb Predictions
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Figure 4.3. The predicted forelimb values using the multiple linear regression models.

4.1.5 The Heuristic Method
The first step of the heuristic method was to apply the single linear regression model.
Table 12. Slope intercept equations used.

Slope

y-intercept

R2

0.01

275.18

0.54

Resting muscle length

0.2491

0.5384

0.51

Fiber length

0.2155

1.0931

0.69

PCSA

0.0242

0.0649

0.61

Rat Predicted Value
Muscle mass

The quotient of real to predicted hindlimb values were plotted. If the quotient equals
one then the relationship is perfectly linear, otherwise an offset was needed.
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Rat-Dog Architectural Difference
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decimal difference (fiber)
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Figure 4.4. The difference between the real and single linear prediction. If the value is 1 the
relationship is perfectly linear.
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Once each muscle was assigned to a class, the offset needed to make the quotient of
real to predicted rat data equal to one, was calculated.
Table 13. Shift necessary for each difference between the linear rat-dog model and the heuristic
approach. Values are given in mean ± standard deviation.
Class

Class Name

mass

length

fiber

PCSA

1

Adduction

0.52 ± 0.08

0.90 ± 0.17

0.81 ± 0.17

0.98 ±0.42

2

Abduction

1.28 ± 0

1.09 ± 0

1.42 ± 0

0.98 ± 0

3

Shoulder flexors

1.24 ± 0

0.79 ± 0

0.71 ± 0

1.38 ± 0

4

Shoulder extensors

1.47 ± 0.4

1.21 ± 0.08

1.16 ± 0.16

1.35 ± 0.01

5

Elbow flexors

0.89 ± 0.01

1.22 ± 0.17

1.02 ± 0.2

1.07 ± 0.29

6

Elbow extensors

0.93 ± 0.29

0.81 ± 0.05

0.87 ± 0.06

1.04 ± 0.5

7

Dorsiflexion

0.29 ± 0

0.81 ± 0

0.83 ± 0

0.39 ± 0

8

Plantarflexion

1.67 ± 0.14

1.06 ± 0.08

1.17 ± 0.00

0.90 ± 0.02

The predicted heuristic values were a combination of the single linear regression
values with the addition of the classifier offset (Table 13). These predicted heuristic
values were then compared to the single linear regression model as well as the real rat
hindlimb data.
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Figure 4.5. The predicted muscle mass values for the rat hindlimb using the heuristic compared to the
real rat values.
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Figure 4.6. The predicted muscle resting length values for the rat hindlimb using the heuristic
compared to the real rat values.
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Figure 4.7. The predicted fiber length values for the rat hindlimb using the heuristic compared to the
real rat values.
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Figure 4.8. The predicted PCSA values for the rat hindlimb using the heuristic compared to the real rat
values.
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Since 𝑅 values could not be used because the heuristic model is non-linear the
percent error for each model was compared.
Table 14. The percent error for each model. Values are represented as mean ± standard deviation.
Model

Mass

Muscle Length

Fiber Length

PCSA

Linear Model

59.7 ± 62.8

18.2 ± 9.4

21.0 ± 14.7

45.7 ± 49.5

Heuristic Model

17.4 ± 22.0

8.8 ± 6.4

11.9 ± 9.4

29.9 ± 45.4

42.3

9.4

9.1

15.7

L-H

The heuristic model was then used to make rat forelimb predictions.
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Figure 4.9. The rat forelimb muscle mass predictions from the linear model as well as the heuristic
model.
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Figure 4.10. The rat forelimb muscle resting length predictions from the linear model as well as the

heuristic model.
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Figure 4.11. The rat forelimb fiber length predictions from the linear model as well as the heuristic

model.
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Figure 4.12. The rat forelimb PCSA predictions from the linear model as well as the heuristic model.

4.1.6 Rat Muscle Fiber Type
The heuristic method was applied to muscle fiber type using the same classes and
approach as the muscle mass, resting length, fiber length, and PCSA.
Table 15. The adjustments needed to transition from dog fast-twitch muscle percentage to rat.

Class Hindlimb

Forelimb

Adjustment

1

Adduction

Adduction

1.01

2

Abduction

Abduction

1.41

3

Hip Flexor

Shoulder Flexor

1.63

4

Hip Extensor

Shoulder Extensor

1.36

5

Knee Flexor

Elbow Flexor

1.30

6

Knee Extensor

Elbow Extensor

1.99

7

Dorsiflexor

Dorsiflexor

1.38

8

Plantar-flexor

Plantar-flexor

1.77
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4.1.6 The Rat Forelimb Muscle Architectural Predictions
The heuristic model was used to predict forelimb architectural values.
Table 16. Forelimb architecture predicted by the heuristic method.
Muscle
Muscle Name

Mass [mg]

Resting

Fiber

Length

Length

[cm]

[cm]

PCSA
2

[cm ]

Type II
muscle
fiber [%]

Acromiodeltoid

474.35

2.62

1.57

0.22

67.8

Acromiotrapezius

512.06

2.52

1.70

0.16

99.0

Biceps brachii

385.85

3.82

1.66

0.22

67.8

Brachialis

327.75

4.33

2.01

0.13

69.1

Clavotrapezius

703.0

8.0

6.9

0.1

62.5

Cleidomastoid

426.6

4.7

4.4

0.1

77.0

Common digital extensor

96.62

2.61

1.32

0.05

99.0

Deep digital flexor

813.95

4.42

1.57

0.37

99.0

Deep Pectoral

639.91

5.83

3.68

0.20

70.6

Infraspinatus

737.78

2.87

1.27

0.42

66.7

latissimus dorsi muscle

1279.39

6.35

4.95

0.18

99.0

Rhomboideus capitis

452.95

7.06

6.32

0.09

65.1

Rhomboideus Cervicis

596.27

6.49

2.34

0.18

44.8

Rhomboideus thoracis

624.12

3.37

2.54

0.17

85.5

Serratus Ventralis

577.64

2.78

1.93

0.41

48.4

Spinodeltoid

460.05

2.34

1.48

0.15

81.4

Spinotrapezius

217.95

2.62

1.98

0.12

63.0

Subscapularis

698.24

2.48

1.14

0.49

91.1

Superficial pectoral

688.33

2.56

3.50

0.17

76.2

Supraspinatus

931.49

2.70

1.37

0.48

87.9

Teres major

557.03

3.09

2.03

0.16

84.6

Teres minor

366.65

1.33

1.04

0.14

99.3

Triceps brachii

1479.84

3.31

1.73

0.79

76.8
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4.1.7 The Tendon Architectural Predictions
Once the deviation of all the muscles bodies compared to the mean muscle values
were determined, the same deviation was applied to the tendons. The following values
were predicted for the different tendons.
Table 17. The tendon values used.

Muscle attached to tendon
Acromiodeltoid
Acromiotrapezius
Biceps brachii
Brachialis
Clavotrapezius
Cleidomastoid
Common digital extensor
Deep digital flexor
Deep Pectoral
Infraspinatus
latissimus dorsi muscle
Rhomboideus capitis
Rhomboideus Cervicis
Rhomboideus thoracis
Serratus Ventralis
Spinodeltoid
Spinotrapezius
Subscapularis
Superficial pectoral
Supraspinatus
Teres major
Teres minor
Triceps brachii

Tendon
Length
[µm]
341.1
328.1
497.1
564.4
1046.8
618.5
339.8
575.2
759.8
374.4
826.9
919.9
845.1
439.5
361.8
305.0
341.3
323.0
333.2
351.3
402.7
173.8
431.2

Tendon
Diameter
[µm]
31.3
53.0
61.7
47.4
41.5
39.6
28.7
80.9
59.1
85.8
56.6
40.8
55.7
55.4
85.5
51.6
45.5
92.5
54.5
92.1
53.4
49.3
118.2

Tendon
ACSA
[µm]2
771.0
2204.1
2990.2
1766.4
1350.8
1233.6
647.5
5134.0
2738.8
5785.0
2514.9
1307.4
2437.7
2410.6
5744.2
2088.2
1623.7
6717.4
2332.6
6666.3
2236.6
1907.3
10977.2
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4.2 The Passive and Active Predicted Muscle Parameters for the Rat Forelimb
The max active contractile force (𝐴) along with the max shortening velocity (𝐿̇) and
the viscoelastic parameters (𝑘 , 𝑘 , 𝑏) for the rat forelimb are shown in Table 18.
Table 18. The passive and active muscle parameters predicted for the forelimb.
𝑨

𝑳̇

𝒌𝒑𝒆

𝒌𝒔𝒆

𝒃

Muscle Name

[N]

[cm/s]

[N/m]

[N/m]

[Ns/m]

Acromiodeltoid

5.0

33

19.6

1130.33

16.5

Acromiotrapezius

3.6

40

14.6

3358.68

9.9

Biceps brachii

4.9

49

13.1

3007.42

11.0

Brachialis

2.9

56

6.8

1564.79

5.7

Clavotrapezius

2.2

98

2.8

645.24

2.5

Cleidomastoid

2.0

65

4.3

997.27

3.4

Common digital extensor

1.1

41

4.1

952.73

2.8

Deep digital flexor

8.3

70

19.4

4462.85

13.1

Deep Pectoral

4.5

76

7.8

1802.20

6.4

Infraspinatus

9.4

36

33.5

7725.63

28.5

latissimus dorsi muscle

4.1

101

6.6

1520.61

4.5

Rhomboideus capitis

2.1

88

3.1

710.60

2.7

Rhomboideus Cervicis

4.0

68

6.3

1442.21

6.4

Rhomboideus thoracis

3.9

49

11.9

2742.27

8.8

Serratus Ventralis

9.3

30

34.5

7938.42

34.2

Spinodeltoid

3.4

33

14.9

3423.41

11.3

Spinotrapezius

2.6

32

10.3

2378.66

9.0

Subscapularis

10.9

37

45.2

10399.01

32.1

Superficial pectoral

3.8

35

15.2

3500.04

12.0

Supraspinatus

10.8

40

41.2

9489.07

30.0

Teres major

3.6

45

12.1

2777.07

9.0

Teres minor

3.1

21

23.8

5485.36

16.1

Triceps brachii

17.8

45

55.3

12729.58

43.4
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4.3 The AnimatLab Model

Figure 4.13. The AnimatLab model of the rat. Blue lines represent the muscle-tendon unit.

A video was used to evaluate the AnimatLab model with the real rat. Information for
this video can be found in the appendix.
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Chapter 5 Discussion and Future Work
5.1 Rat Muscle Architecture
5.1.1 Linear Regression
The low 𝑅 values from the linear best fit lines between dog and rat architectural
properties, demonstrates there is not a strong linear relationship between the two.
However, upon examination of the figures there seemed to be clusters of muscles in
two to three distinct groups.
5.1.2 Using the proportional length approach.
The challenge of this approach was skeletal data was not available for either the rat or
the dog. Therefore, the ‘mean dog’ lengths were used, and the rat limbs were
approximated using the mesh files for the model. However, ultimately this was worse
at predicting rat forelimb muscles than simply applying the linear relationship
equations. The main issue from this method was the dog data reported by Shahar, was
from a “mixed breed” dog and therefore exact proportions could not be determined.
5.1.3 K-Means Analysis
After seeing what appeared to be clusters of muscle data from the single linear model,
the k-means algorithm identified three distinct clusters. However, the primary issue
seemed to be a lack of data. An 80/20 split means each model had at times three inputs
to train and one to test. Had the data been an order of magnitude larger, this method
may have proved valuable. Additionally, it was difficult to determine why the muscles
were clustered the way they were. Upon first glance it seemed the main factor was the
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overall size, however, if the data was orders of magnitude larger, the similarities could
be further explored.
5.1.4 Multiple Linear Regression
As promising as some of the R 2 values are, this is a textbook example of overfitting
due to a lack of data. In fact, when these models were used to predict forelimb values
after being trained on the hindlimb, often times negative values for mass, resting
muscle length, fiber length, and PCSA were predicted. Each model produced
coefficients for each input and mass played the smallest role in determining values.
This could be due to the fact that dog mass was in considerably larger than the
corresponding resting length, fiber length, and PCSA values. The hope was by
establishing relationships between the data such as density which was calculated using
the muscle mass, resting length, and PCSA that the model would be more effective.
This seemed to be effective during the training phase, however, as stated earlier in the
end this overfit the model.
5.1.5 Heuristic Model
The difference in dog and rat standing posture seemed to be the most plausible
explanation for the reason why a linear method could not consistently predict rat
architectural values. Unfortunately, due to the severe lack of data, some classes only
contained one muscle. Therefore, mean and standard deviation are functionally useless
for those classes. However, it was evident that certain classes needed to be bigger or
smaller when compared to the linear predicted dog – rat values. These values were
then applied to each subsequent class for the rat forelimbs, effectively offsetting the
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linear relationship per class to better represent the real system. When this model was
compared to the single linear regression and multiple linear regression model, the
heuristic method outperformed both (Figure 4.3 and Table 14). The main reasons
were,
1) the multiple linear regression was overfit to the training data and
2) the single linear regression model did not seem to be able to account for a
difference in rat posture.
Because the single linear model could not correct for these differences in posture the
heuristic method was chosen to offset the rat muscles based on function (adduction,
abduction, flexion, extension, etc.).
5.1.6 Muscle fiber type
The heuristic method also proved to be the most reliable method for predicting rat
forelimb muscle fiber type. The rat muscles had a higher percent of fast twitch fibers
than the dog [14] [15]. This could be because the rat moves more quickly relative to its
body sixe when compared to larger animals. Some muscle classes required little
adjustment, such as muscles used for adduction, whereas fast-twitch muscle fibers in
muscles used in the knee/elbow extension were nearly twice as abundant in the rat as
they were in the dog. This is believed to be primarily due to the difference in posture.
Only fast-twitch muscle fibers needed to be determined since the sum of fast- and
slow-twitch muscle fiber type always equals 100%. Therefore slow-twitch muscles
were determined by subtracting the fast-twitch muscle percentage from 100%.
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5.1.7 Tendon Architecture
The challenge with tendon architecture was that there was no data available other than
the mean length and diameter values for rat hindlimbs [29]. However, having the
tendon deviate from the tendon mean in the same way the muscle deviated from the
muscle mean, allowed for specialized tendon values which were dependent upon the
muscle they were connected to. While this method is not ideal, it does prevent a
tendon from having a single unvaried diameter when connected to a muscle that has
twice the diameter as the average muscle.
5.2 Active and Passive Muscle Properties
Using the Modulus of Elasticity and geometric properties is a tried a true method
applied across all of material science to include metals, ceramics, polymers, and
woods. Using the same approach for skeletal muscle allows for precise, although the
accuracy is still not fully known, predictions. When muscles are similar in shape, fiber
type, and pennation angle, they are predicted to have similar values. For example, the
acromiotrapezius muscle and teres major muscle have similar mass, resting muscle
length, fiber length, and PCSA values. Therefore, these muscles have very similar
predicted muscle properties. One of the benefits of this approach is it allows muscles
to have predictable values.
5.3 The AnimatLab Model Performance
The AnimatLab rat’s back, head, and hips were held fixed while the fore and
hindlimbs are free to move. Prior to the muscle parameters being added to the model
the rat forelimbs would hang in an unnatural position with the scapulas inverting and
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resting on the humerus. Additionally, the limbs would form a straight column when
the simulation was run. After the muscle parameters were updated and the simulation
began running the rat forelimbs would remain in a crouched, abducted stance very
similar to the real rat when it was suspended with its limbs freely hanging at its sides.

Figure 5.1. A screen shot of the video used to validate the AnimatLab model, showing the initial
conditions for test 1.

During the first test, the real rat arm reaches the resting position faster. This could be
due to one of two reasons or a combination of the two.
1.

The mass of the simulated forelimb was less than the real rat forelimb.

2.

The elastic elements of the real rat could be more tight (larger 𝑘

and 𝑘 )

than the simulated model.
The mass of the simulated rat was less than the real system. This is because seven of
the 30 forelimb muscles were not included in the simulated rat because they were used
to manipulate the phalanges. Therefore, the simulated model is missing the mass of
these muscles. Additionally, there was no data on the weight of the skeleton or the rats
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body fat or skin and hair. This would mean the real rat’s forelimb would weigh more
and would be less effected by any opposing elastic element. Furthermore, the spring
constants used in the rat forelimb could be smaller than the real system. However, the
damping of the simulated model seems to be very similar to the real rat as upon
careful examination both the real rat and the simulated rats forelimb overshoot the
final resting position twice.

Figure 5.2. A screen shot of the video used to validate the AnimatLab model, showing the initial
conditions for test 2.

During the second test, the real rat forelimb reaches the resting position faster. This
could be due to three reasons or a combination of the three:
1.

The mass of the simulated forelimb was less than the real rat forelimb.

2.

The elastic elements of the real rat could be more tight (larger 𝑘

and 𝑘 )

than the simulated model.
3.

Muscles could be overdamped, decreasing the velocity of the system.
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As mentioned previously the mass of the forelimb especially the lower portion of the
limb was less in the simulated model when compared to the real rat. Additionally, the
spring constants for some of the muscles could have been less in the simulated model
when compared to the real rat. Finally, the muscles in the forelimb could have a larger
damping coefficient (𝑏) than the real rat.
Another challenge of the AnimatLab model is the fact the model does not and cannot
account for the effects of the skin, hair, and body fat. Skin has an elastic component to
it and at this time skin cannot be added to the AnimatLab model. When looking at the
real rat it can be seen that the forelimb begins to distinguish itself from the main body
at approximately the elbow (Figure 5.1). Whereas the simulated model’s forelimb is
distinguished from the body at the sternoclavicular joint. This is because the
AnimatLab model does not account for skin.
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Figure 5.3. The image on the left is of the AnimatLab model and the image on the right is an
anesthetized rat. The red arrows indicate where the limb begins to distinguish itself from the main body
and the yellow dotted arrow indicated a possible spring force exerted on the forelimb by the skin.

Future work needed for this model is to have a rat preform tests 1 and 2 and to use
shearwave ultrasound elastography to measure the spring force and modulus of
elasticity of each muscle [35]. Then the rat’s architectural data for all the muscles of
the fore- and hindlimb, as well as muscle fiber types and tendon architectural data
need to be collected. Additionally, the weight and volume of body fat and skin needs
to be collected. Muscle properties can then be predicted with the real values obtained
to determine the accuracy of the predictive muscle properties model. The AnimatLab
model can be updated to reflect the real values and the AnimatLab model can then
preform Test 1 and Test 2 and the results can be compared with the rat the data was
obtained from. When the model is based off of and compared to a single rat the real
model accuracy can be evaluated. Currently the AnimatLab model is based off a blend
of different rat and dog data and then tested against a different rat. This was due to a
lack of data.
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5.4 Conclusion
The main roadblock for this research was the lack of available data for the rat
forelimb. This proved to be one of the most challenging and time-consuming aspects
of the overall research. It also provides the most uncertainty for the model. This is
because the viscoelastic parameters are determined using the predicted architectural
data. Then the AnimatLab model is built using the predicted viscoelastic properties.
Fundamentally the AnimatLab is restricted in its accuracy by the accuracy of the rat
architectural data. Additionally, on the road to developing a biomechanical model of
the rat forelimb, theoretically determining the viscoelastic parameters as well as the
active contractile force, and contractile velocities were especially difficult given that a
unified method is not established. The methods for the model proposed in this work
are based off tried and true material science methods. More work needs to be done to
gather more data on the modulus of elasticity for skeletal muscle and tendons.
Similarly, more data is needed to determine the effects of muscle fiber type with
respect to force contraction and viscous damping. While there may be many factors in
determining how skeletal muscle will behave, I would argue we should expect this.
Just as in material science where for isotropic materials the properties such as Young’s
Modulus, tensile yield and ultimate strength are greatly altered depending on the how
the material was manufactured (hot-rolled, cold rolled, cast, etc.) or what type of alloy
it is, so there is also variety in skeletal muscle depending on pennation angle, muscle
fiber type and overall muscle size. This great variety of materials has been studied for
nonbiological systems since the iron age and we now have enough data to be able to
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predict how each material will behave. Furthermore, even materials whose properties
are highly anisotropic are broken down and studied until we are able to make
predictions. In this same way, skeletal muscle needs to be studied and predictive
models built from fundamental truths, such as sarcomeres are the force generator and
pennation angle affects the behavior of the muscle. Once enough data has been
collected and all the parameters have been factored, the models established in this
work can be refined and more accurate predictions can be made. One of the challenges
is that many of the systems have been experimentally shown to be non-linear. This
provides another layer of complexity. However, this research proposes a model to
develop the muscle properties using linear relationships with the understanding the
results will be approximate and deviation from the real non-linear systems in inherent.
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Appendix Supplemental File Details
Supplemental file – video file comparison of the real and simulated rat.
Title: Josh's Thesis Rat Passive Parameter Validation Video.avi
File Type: Audio Video Interleave (AVI) File
Size: 7,356 KB
Required application software: AVI viewing software such as Windows media
player or VLC media player.
Special hardware requirements: None.
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